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Warning
Do not operate or power your robot before reading this:

Robots, including OB7, can be dangerous.   By definition, the robot alone does not constitute the
complete machine or system.  A Risk Assessment, performed by a qualified person or team, is
absolutely necessary to understand the risks associated with operating any robot.  The specific
considerations and guidelines for performing a Risk Assessment are beyond the scope of this manual.
The Risk Assessment must be performed on the entire machine, system and environment.  Steps must
be taken to mitigate all risks identified during the Risk Assessment.  These steps may include, but are
not limited to: the addition of safety equipment and/or guarding, education and training of staff,
factory and shop organization, signage, and/or other measures.  Risk Assessment and mitigation is the
responsibility of the robot integrator and/or end user.  Because the robot is only one component of the
entire system, it is not possible for the robot manufacturer to perform the necessary Risk Assessment.
While a Risk Assessment is mandatory, it can only reduce and mitigate risks and can not guarantee
safety under all circumstances.  Comprehensive safety rules, a safe Work environment and a strong
culture of safety are important factors in creating a safe Working environment.

Operation of robots, and all industrial machinery is governed by regulations and laws specific to each
location.  It is the responsibility of the robot integrator and end user to assure that the entire system,
including the robot, are in compliance with all regulations and laws.  The following is a partial list of
documents that may be relevant or useful:

● ISO10218-2 Robots and Robotic Devices- Safety Requirements
● ISO/TS 15066-2016 Technical Report for Industrial Robots and Robot Systems, Safety

Requirements
● ISO12100:2010 or later  Safety of Machinery -  General principles of design, Risk Assessment

and risk reduction
● ANSI B11.0-2010 Safety of Machinery: General Requirements and Risk Assessment
● CSA Z434-2014
● US1740

General Safety Considerations

Before operating your robot, and while performing the Risk Assessment, consider the following:

Do not operate the robot or any associated machinery in any manner not considered in the Risk
Assessment.

Establish and set up the appropriate safety settings in the robotʼs and other equipmentʼs so�ware.
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Provide system passwords only to personnel who are sufficiently trained and responsible in operation
of the robot

Never override any safety functions or equipment.

Provide instructions for use of the entire system.

Do not operate the robot or system without the necessary safety equipment as identified by the Risk
Assessment.

Assure a clean, uncluttered and organized Workplace.

Provide appropriate signage.

Provide appropriate Personal Safety Equipment.

Assemble a single file containing this manual, the Risk Assessment, and all associated technical
information.

Assure that the robot arm and all associated equipment are securely fastened in place.

Locate the emergency stop switch, and the robot control tablet, outside the robot's reach and in a
location which may be accessed without entering the robot's operating area.

Do not operate the robot or any associated machinery if it is damaged.

Be certain that all settings are correctly configured

Do not modify the robot. If modified, the robot's performance can not be assured and may become
dangerous in ways not predictable during the Risk Assessment.

Never climb on the robot.

Do not use the robot in explosive environments.

Do not use the robot in medical or human life critical applications.

Do not use the robot without performing a Risk Assessment.

Do not power on or use the robot in applications in which the specifications or performance of the
robot is inadequate for the job.

Do not use the robot without sufficiently rated safety equipment as specified by Risk Assessment.

Do not use the robot at speeds, forces or power levels beyond those specified, or safe.
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Even under reduced speed and force operation, the robot may contact other objects or parts of itself
which can present risk of injury due to crushing or pinching.

Even under reduced speed and force operation, sharp portions of the end effector, or sharp objects
carried by the end effector can present risk of injury.

OB7ʼs payload limit is 5kg (11 lbs).  The payload limit includes the weight of the end effector.
Exceeding this limit can result in potential injury as well as damage to the robot.

Limitation of Liability

It is the intention of this manual to provide an overview of the safety requirements for operating a
robot.  It is the responsibility of the robot integrator and end user of the robot to ensure that the robot,
the associated machinery and the environment are safe.  Productive Robotics can make no warranty
that the OB7 robot will not cause damage or injury, even if all safety regulations, suggestions and
instructions are followed.  No instructions, or representations to the contrary, by Productive Robotics
employees, resellers, representatives, or any other person or document, may contradict this.
Productive Robotics and its employees do not provide Risk Assessments.

Disclaimer

Every effort has been taken by Productive Robotics Inc. to ensure that the information in this user
manual is accurate and verifiable. However, this publication is an evolving document and may contain
technical, typographic, or other errors. Productive Robotics may make changes to this document at
any time without notice, and therefore, the reader should use it as a guide only.
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Machine Tending Overview
Running jobs on your Mills or Lathes typically requires only a few connections between OB7 and the
machine. For the majority of machine tending operations, OB7 just needs one or two signals. For mills,
it only needs to receive a signal when the machining process is done. For lathes it will need the same
finished signal, along with a signal to control the chuck. The robot can do everything else manually,
similarly to how you would do it by hand — i.e. physically press cycle start or physically push the door
open and closed.

A general overview of how the OB7 robot handles the machine tending process is illustrated in Figure A
below. The main steps involved are as follows:

● [Human] The first part of the day will be loaded by hand and the machine will be started by
hand.

● [Robot] A�er the machine is running, start  OB7ʼs job to handle tending the rest of the job.
● [Signal] OB7 waits for the machine to finish the part currently being machined.
● [Robot] When OB7 receives the signal that the machine is done, it enters and unloads the

machine, then it heads back in with a new part to be loaded.
● [Robot] A�er loading the machine, OB7 exits, then starts the machine and restarts its process.

This document is intended to guide you on how to set up your own machine to work with OB7. It will
cover everything from how to teach OB7 to open and close the machine door, to connecting the
communication cables between the robot and machine. For more information on a specific part of the
process, see either the table of contents or use the diagram below to direct you to the section of the
document where more information can be found.
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Figure A: Machine Tending Overview
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Robot Connections

Machining cycle finished (M-code)
When the machine finishes its operation, it must signal the robot to remove the completed part. There
are four methods with which the machine can signal the robot.

Methods of Receiving Machining Cycle Finished Signal

1. M-code: A CNC (or other) machine can activate an available “M-Code” output. The M-codes are
usually used for accessory functions on a machine such as bar feeding or actuation of a part
catcher. To trigger this M-code, you will need to add it to the end of your existing operations
G-code. See Haas machine section below for G-code examples on Haas machines. There are
two types of electrical output signals that this M-code may trigger.

a. A relay closure (sometimes called a “dry contact” signal). A relay closure is essentially
an electrical switch. Relays are used to provide complete electrical isolation between
the Robot and the Machine. Electrical isolation is important for both safety and to
provide shorts in the machine or robot. This is the most common output.

b. A Voltage. A voltage output (usually 24 volts DC) is less common. It is not electrically
isolated from the machine. In this circumstance, you will want to use a relay to isolate
the machine's power from OB7ʼs interfaceʼs power.

Many machines require an M-Fin signal to be received a�er sending the M-code signal. In the
G-code the machine will not move past the M-code line until the M-Fin is received. If this is the
case for your machine see the M-Fin section of this document for instruction on setting up this
connection.

2. Switch: A mechanical switch or a proximity switch can be used to signal OB7 that the machine
operation is complete. The easiest location for the switch is above an auto-door where it either
moves past a proximity switch as the door opens or a bracket hits the mechanical switch when
the door reaches the fully open position. For integration with mills you can also use the
mechanical switch by mounting it to the table similar to a tool setter. When the machining
cycle is completed the milling machine taps the switch with the spindle.

3. The machine can signal the robot through an Ethernet Interface. This can be done with some
machines that have an Ethernet interface. The usage of this type of interface is highly
dependent on the machine and its Ethernet interface details. If the customer desires this type
of interface, Productive Robotics can help if provided with interface documentation from the
manufacturer of the machine.

4. You can also use the signal created when some other accessory function is triggered. For
example if you have a chuck blowoff that you can trigger at the end of your job with an M-code
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you can use this to send a signal to the robot by either running a communication line to the IO
in parallel with the existing signal or taking the spot where it normally would go. This method
is only advised as a last resort and definitely requires a qualified technician to determine the
appropriate method of connection with the robot Io box.

Haas M-code Connection

For Haas machines there are usually 5 available accessory M-codes, m21-m25. A qualified
technician can find the IO board in the bottom le� corner of the machine control cabinet,
behind a protective panel door. The line of m21-m25 headers will either be in the top le� or
bottom le� corner of the board. See Figure 1 and 2 for two different locations highlighted.

Figure 1: Haas IO board version A
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Figure 2: Haas IO board version B

To connect the robot IO to the M-code connector use Productive Roboticsʼ Haas M-code cable
as seen in Figure 3 and plug the m12 side into an input connector on the robot IO and then the
black and brown wires into NO and COM ports on a screw terminal block, which pins are NO
and COM can determined by finding the printed label on the IO PCB next to the connection
points as seen in Figure 1 and 2. Some M-code relays may already be in use depending on the
existing accessory equipment your machine has, choose one of the five that donʼt have
existing connections. When you have the terminal block wired, push it into the header
receptacle on the IO board.
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Figure 3: Haas M-code cable (CBL 550)

Make sure that your IO board is equipped with the corresponding relay module. There should
be a relay bank next to the cable connections. If not, push a relay block into the relay port that
corresponds with the terminal block location. You should see a label near the relay bank
receptacle denoting its corresponding M-code command and terminal block. See Figure 4 for
labeled screw terminals from Haas Robot Integration Aid.
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Figure 4: Labeled screw terminals from Haas Robot Integration Aid
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Haas M-code Testing/Activation:

Now that the physical connection of the M-code to the robot is complete we can trigger the
M-code and test the physical connections. You will first want to make sure the control cabinet
is closed and safe to be powered back on. When your system is back on, navigate to MDI mode
and enter the following commands into the MDI page. If you created a connection at the m21
screw terminal use m51 in the following command list, if your connection is on m22 use m52
and so on for the remaining available connections. Here we will use m51 as it is most
commonly used.

● M51;
● G04P5000;
● M61;
● M30;

This code will turn on the M21 relay for 5 seconds then turn the m21 relay back off and reset.
During this time look at the IO settings on the robot tablet, and check to see that the
corresponding input turns on with the G-code commands. If you see the input turn on for the
five seconds as commanded by the G-code congratulations you completed the necessary
connections for a basic mill tending operation. You now just need to add the above G-code to
your existing operations code, but change the dwell from 5000 (5 seconds) to 250 (.25 seconds)
to decrease the unnecessarily long cycle time.

Robot finished signal (M-Fin)

General M-Fin Connection

This signal is not always required, but for some machines it is. If you would like your robot to confirm
that it received the M-code when the part is finished you will need to set up an M-Fin connection. The
M-Fin signal can also confirm the robot is done with its operation. For example if you are using G-code
to open and close the vise or chuck the robot will use the M-Fin connection to signal the machine
when the robot is ready for the machine to complete the next step in the G-code where the G-code may
actuate the chuck or vise.

However, in most machine tending cases the M-Fin connection is just used to confirm the robot has
received the M-code and is on its way into the machine to either move the part for the next operation
or replace the part with an unfinished one.

Haas M-Fin connection

If you are creating the M-Fin connection on a Haas machine you will need a productive robotics M-Fin
cable as seen below if Figure 1. Ultimately you need a dry contact relay closure across two header pins
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on the Haas IO board, usually located in the bottom le� of the control cabinet. If you have the version
of IO board as seen in Figure 2 you will plug either the blue or yellow wire into pin 2 on p10 connection
and the other wire into pin 3 of that same connector as seen on Figure 4. If you are connecting to the
version of IO board as seen in Figure 3 take the blue and yellow wire and plug them into pins 3 and 4
on connector p8, blue and yellow do not matter, this is just a dry contact relay closure.

Figure 1: Haas M-Fin Cable (CBL 554)
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Figure 2: Version A IO Board with P10 M-Fin Connection
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Figure 3: Version B IO Board with P8 M-Fin Connection

With the connection made on the Haas IO board now plug the m12 connector into one of the outputs
on your robot's GPIO.

Haas M-Fin Testing/Activation

To utilize the M-Fin connection you will need to now use the m2x command in your G-code instead of
the m5x and m6x codes. The G-code will hang on the m2x line until the M-Fin signal is received from
the robot. To test your new connection enter the following into the mdi page and run it.

● M21
● G04P5000;
● M30;

The G-code should wait for the M-Fin signal from the robot on the M21 line. In the IO settings set the
corresponding output to be changed from continuous to a pulse for 100ms. Manually trigger the M-Fin
connection from the IO settings page on OB7ʼs tablet and you should see the G-code then enter the
dwell for five seconds. If this works you now have the M-Fin signal from the robot to the machine.
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When you insert this G-code addition into the end of your existing operations G-code you can remove
the 5 second dwell as this is just for clearly seeing when the G-code moves past the m21 line.

When running your robot job the robot will wait for the M-code then send the M-Fin output a�er seeing
the initial M-code signal from the machine. Looking at the example job layouts in Robot Job Templates
the robot will initially wait but to utilize the M-Fing connection you will need to insert an output tile
a�er the wait that triggers the M-Fin, then proceed as instructed by the basic job layout.
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Cycle Start
There are three main ways for the robot to start the machine's process. The simplest would be for the
robot to physically press cycle start. This method requires no wiring and applies to almost every
machine. The second method of wiring a relay in parallel with the cycle start switch is also very
universally applicable and is much faster than physically pressing cycle start, but requires some
technical expertise to wire. The last method keeps the machining process in a loop and the robot
interrupts the loop when the part is finished.

Physically Press Start

The best practice for creating a cycle start press sequence is to create a custom tile with a grip/release
tile and three separate move tiles in it.

Depending on the size of the button you can either have the gripper closed or open. For larger buttons
you can fully close the gripper so you press the button with both fingertips. For smaller buttons you
may need to open the gripper so you can press the cycle start button with just one fingertip.

The first move tile will bring the robot close to the cycle start button, approximately 3 inches from the
button. In this move tile you can move the robot as quickly as you would like, just be sure to have the
stop at end of move box checked. The stop at end of move box will ensure the robot comes to a
complete stop before proceeding, preventing a splined path or slow deceleration from crashing into
the cycling start button.

The next move tile will also have stop at end of move check, along with an override of the speed and
force. The move waypoints will be set so the fingertip or tips gently press the cycle start button. For
this move we recommend the move is slower, approximately 50 mm/s, you should also reduce the
force down to approximately 3kg. With speed and force set low this will ensure the robot carefully
presses the cycle start button. It may also be easier if the linear checkbox is selected, guaranteeing a
smooth linear motion as it presses the button. If your control panel enters a sleep mode you may need
to double tap the cycle start button.

For the last move tile you will want the robot to move away from the cycle start button to the next step
in the tending process.
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Electrically Signal Cycle Start

Warning: This method is not recommended without door locks to prevent machines from starting
with doors open. To electronically signal cycle start you will need a dry contact relay run in parallel
with cycle start switch. We recommend using the Productive Robotics Single Channel Relay Cable as
seen in Figure 1. Before installing make sure the blue and yellow wires are stripped to make electrical
contact in the switch. As an example see before and a�er in Figure 2 and 3 where the productive
robotics single channel relay has the blue and yellow wires inserted into the screw terminals on the
back of the cycle start switch. Because this is just a dry contact relay closure it does not matter which
side the blue and yellow wires go into as long as they are on the opposing terminals of the switch.  To
remove switch assembly for easier access to the two terminals on the switch, rotate the tab above the
switch in the direction the arrow points and pull the assembly straight back. A�er inserting the cables
into the switch you can turn the tab to the open position again and slide it back on.

Figure 1: Single channel relay cable with ends stripped and tinned. (Remote Relay)
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Figure 2: Before blue and yellow cables are inserted to cycle start switch
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Figure 3: A�er blue and yellow cables are inserted to cycle start switch

The other end of the single channel relay cable will have our standard m12 cable that should be
plugged into the output port on the robot GPIO. In the IO settings set the corresponding output to be
changed from continuous to a pulse for 100ms, this will have the button “pressed” and let go rather
than the robot continually “pressing” the button down. You can test how the cycle start switch works
by creating a basic mdi program with a dwell and m30 just to test that the cycle start is able to start the
sequence, then you can test the robot GPIOʼs ability to start the sequence by manually triggering the
output in the IO settings. If this works the robot will now be capable of starting the machine sequence
electronically, just slide an output tile into your robot job and select the cycle start output.
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Haas Looping

The last method of starting the machine process will utilize a G-code command such as m99 for Haas
to loop the machining program you are using. To do this the robot will need to be able to enter the
machine while the program is still technically running. Most machines need a cell safe input for the
doors to be opened while the G-code is still running. For Haas specifically you will need a robot cell
safe input at 3-10hz while the doors are open. With this capability the g code will also be able to
control the chuck or vise by waiting on M-Fin signals from the robot, more on this in Chuck Control.

Similarly to the the standard method the robot will wait for the M-code signal, but a�er receiving it the
robot will then turn on its cell safe output signal to the machine, enter the machine complete the
tending process then exit the machine send the M-Fin signal when it is complete with its task and
finally turn the cell safe signal back off. Be cautious when using this method as the machine will
allow the doors to open whenever the cell safe input is seen by the machine, possibly even if the
spindle is running.

To connect a cell safe input between your Haas machine and the robot GPIO plug the m12 into one of
the robot output ports, then connect a pulse generating relay to the ports as seen in Figure 4 from the
Haas robot integration aid. Note that this pulse has to be from a dry relay contact. For more
information visit the Haas Robot Integration Aid.

Figure 4: Safety Relay Connection
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Chuck Control
There are two main ways of giving the robot control of the chuck when setting up a lathe tending
operation with OB7. The first and most popular way is to run a dry contact relay in parallel with the
footswitch. The second method is to use the M-code finish signal, and M-Fin signals to step through
your G-code which controls the chuck.

Relay in parallel

The relay can be spliced in where the footswitch connects in the back of the machine in the control
cabinet or if there is a mechanical switch in the foot pedal itself the relay can be spliced in there.

To find the connection points for the chuck in the back of your machine you will need to either look
through your electrical diagrams, or check the cable labels where they connect to the IO board. Your
machine distributor may be able to narrow down where these connections are for you.

If you cannot find where the foot switch connects in the back of the machine you will have to place a
small relay module in the foot switch. This can be done by either routing the PRI single channel relay
cable through the existing cable pass through or drilling a 1/4" diameter hole in the housing and
routing our m12 cable through the drilled hole. To get the relay in the housing make a small slit above
the relay screw terminal heads and disconnect the blue black and brown wires from the relay. It is best
to take a picture of the connections for future reference if not the brown is DC+, blue DC- and black is
IN. Route the black cable through the hole in the chuck housing and reconnect the three wires to the
relay previously removed. The blue and yellow wires on the output side of the relay will be connected
in parallel with the two connections on the mechanical switch inside the housing. It does not matter
which wire goes where on the switch because the relay provides a dry contact relay closure; see Figure
1 - 5 for an example. When finished, close the housing back up, and now we will connect the single
channel relay cable to our IO then test.
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Figure 1: General Footswitch cable (CBL 553)

Figure 2: Drilled hole for pigtail cable
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Figure 3: Cable inserted into housing with zip tie to retain cable
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Figure 4: Pigtail to single channel relay, and connected relay wire pair in parallel with foot pedal
switch
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Figure 5: Relay connected in parallel and placed out of the way of the foot pedal actuation.
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Haas Specific Chuck Control

For most Haas lathes you will be able to find the connection points for the main chuck and secondary
chuck on connections p19 and p17 respectively, check cable tags to confirm. The main chuck will be
labeled as FS and the secondary chuck will be labeled as TS. To connect the robot to the footswitch(es)
use the Productive Robotics Haas Chuck Control Cable in parallel with the footswitch(es). You will have
to disconnect the existing chuck control cable and reconnect it to male connector and plug our female
connector into the now empty chuck connection on the Haas IO board. See Figure 6 and Figure 7 for
more information.

Figure 6: Haas Single Chuck Control Cable (CBL 551)
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Figure 7: Installed Haas Chuck Control Cable

Testing Chuck Connection

With a relay connected in parallel to your footswitch, take the m12 connector at the other end of the
cable and connect it to an output port on the IO box. In the IO settings of the robot you will want to set
this output to be a pulse rather than continuous. Usually a pulse of 250ms is a sufficient amount of
time for the machine to see the signal. Manually trigger the chuck output to test, be cautious of
pinches in and around the chuck as always.

G-code Controlled Chuck

If splicing a relay into the chuck control is not an option you can also add the M-codes to your G-code
to open and close the chuck. With this method you will have to use the M-code relay and M-Fin
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connection to let the robot communicate with the machine when the robot wants to open the chuck.
The sequence will go as follows:

● Robot is waiting for part to finish
● M-code for finished part is sent to robot and now waits for signal back from robot
● robot enters machine and grabs part
● Robot signals machine that it has grabbed the part
● Machine sees the robot M-Fin signal confirming it has the part in hand and M-code to release

the chuck is triggered
● Machine waits for next signal from robot
● Robot removes part from machine and grabs next part to be machined
● Robot enters, places part in chuck and sends signal to machine that it is ready for the chuck to

close
● Machine sees the robot is there from the M-Fin signal and then the chuck M-code is triggered to

close the chuck
● Robot exits the machine
● door closes
● the robot hits the cycle start and begins to wait again

The method needs a cell safe input to the machine if there is a locking door or no door closure
override. We recommend a separate cycle start input to the machine than the one used to activate the
chuck so that if communication is out of sequence the robot will not start the machine while still
loading.

Before starting the robot, you will have to ensure that your starting conditions are correct. We
recommend loading the first part of the day by hand and then have the robot start by waiting  for that
part to finish. This ensures the robot will always run in steady state and the chuck and door will be in
the same state when started every time.
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Vise Installation

Vise Setup
Most machine shops are familiar with cutting so� jaws and setting up vise on their machine, but for
some this may be the first pneumatic vise they have used. This page will review how to set up the
pneumatics and electrical connections necessary for the robot to control the vise.

The main components you will need are as follows: IO box, pneumatic controller, vise, ¼” tubing. With
the standard magnets mounted to your IO box and pneumatic controller, these components can be
placed anywhere on the side of your machine. Most users have these all mounted to the back of their
machine near the tubing/cables passthrough commonly at the top back corner of the machine.

Your IO box will output a 24V signal to your pneumatic controller triggering a solenoid valve inside
switching the port the pressurized air passes through. By changing the port the air is pushing into the
vise you will actuate the vise jaws. See Figure 1 for an example layout of the vise system.

Set the pneumatic controller to a pressure between 40 psi and 120 psi for normal operation. Consult
the technical specifications for your specific vise for correlations between clamping force and input air
pressure.
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Figure 1: Vise system layout

A�er making the necessary connections, you can test your vise system by toggling it open and closed
through the robot IO interface. On your tablet go to settings (gears top le�) then in the IO setup page
scroll down to the output you have the pneumatic controller connected to, it will be the first of the pair
if you are not using a splitter. Using the on/off button on the right side of the output toggle the output
on and off to check that it is the correct one. A�er confirming you have the corresponding output name
this output vise. Now when in a job you can select this named output from the list in your tiles
allowing the robot to operate the vise when running the job.

Soft jaw Considerations
When cutting the so� jaws remember the 3-2-1 rule for locating parts. For holding a rectangular piece
of stock we recommend cutting a slot rather than a pocket as this allows you to set the part off to the
slide of the datum and push it into the corner to locate, just as you would do it by hand. If you use the
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gripper grab the part in the Y direction on the table and then push the part into your datum in your X
direction this will help clean up a sloppy location when the parts are initially presented to the robot.
Fillets, chamfers and lead ins all help contribute to a more reliable process; use them where you can.

Door Operation
There are three main ways of opening the door to your machine while the robot is tending. If you
already have an oem installed automatic door opener this will be easy, if not most manufacturers can
also retrofit machines with auto doors, but this option can be quite expensive. If you donʼt want to
install new equipment and would like to get up and running quickly the best option is to manually
open the door. If you want to cut out as much cycle time as possible but still donʼt want to pay for a
new auto door, another popular alternative is to mount an air cylinder to the door.

Manually Operating the door
To manually open and close the door we suggest making a custom tile for each open and close action.
Every machine is slightly different so remember that the door weight and location of the robot will
affect the door operation. If you place the robot in a position where it doesnʼt bind up on itself as the
door handle gets close to the robot base, the door should be operable by the robot. The structure of
both the open door and close door custom tiles will be similar, just in opposite directions. In the
custom tile slide in 1 grip tile and three separate move tiles. It is easiest to keep the gripper closed and
use the outside face of the gripper finger to push the handle, you can see examples of this at
www.productiverobotics.com.  Of the three move tiles the first move tile will have stop at end of move
checked and this will be the approach to the side of the door handle. The second move tile will also
have stop at end of move checked this one will be the actual motion of sliding the door. If the robot is
in a good position you can even use the linear function for this tile. The last move tile will be simply
retracting away from the door. A�er creating the open or close door custom tiles run through them
slowly either with the slider bar in the bottom le� corner of the learn screen or run the job at a low
percentage of its full speed.

Pneumatic Cylinder
Although using a pneumatic cylinder is an inexpensive and efficient option for operating the door it
also has its dangers. If the pressure you use is high or the flow control valve is too open the door will
shut quickly and with force, this will cause injury to anyone in the way when the door is operated by
the robot. The risk of injury is ultimately your responsibility and your decision to implement a
pneumatic cylinder solution.
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You will need to select a cylinder based on the travel length of your door and the force it requires to
push the door. Most door cylinders are run at 40 PSI, so select a cylinder that can operate your door at
or around this pressure. A�er selecting the cylinder you will need flow control valves similar to the
ones seen at https://www.mcmaster.com/62005K313 these will slow the actuation of the door to
prevent slams. Along with your cylinder you will need a compatible reed switch set to determine when
the air cylinder reaches the fully open/closed positions. Use the Figure below for routing pneumatic
plumbing and electrical for your door system.

Figure 1: Door Pneumatics system
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Custom Tiles and Blowoff

Blowoff
In order to have a reliable process you will need to clean your parts and tooling a�er each cycle. Chip
build up can interfere with chuck or vise operation and proper location of the parts. Most machinists
know this so they use pressurized air to clean their tooling and parts. Just like you would clean the
parts and tooling by hand OB7 can clean your parts.

With the Productive Robotics Blow Off Kit you can teach OB7 to use the nozzle and pressurized air just
as you would to clean your parts and tooling. See Figure 1 and 2 for setup of the blowoff system. A�er
assembling the system be sure to set your robotʼs IO output to turn on the pneumatic controller and
blow pressurized air through the nozzle. To do this select the gears in the top le�, scroll down in IO
settings to the GPIO outputs and then toggle the output you connected the pneumatic controller to by
hitting the on/off button to the right of the correct output. Be sure your pneumatic controller has a
pressure set to above 35psi so that the valve is able to fully actuate. If the pressurized air passed
through the nozzle when you toggle the output on the tablet, you have connected everything, now
name this output “blowoff”.

Figure 1: Blowoff nozzle mounted to robot (Air-Blow-off)
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Figure 2: Blowoff system layout

Using OB7ʼs blowoff kit you can create a blowoff sequence in a custom tile. You can think of a custom
tile like a macro or function. It's intended to be a small sub task that you will use across multiple jobs
the same way every time. The convenience of making it a custom tile allows you to pull this small
sequence into any other job just like any other tile.

Custom Tiles
To create a custom tile start by selecting learn > learn new job. In the start tile select the checkbox that
says this is a custom tile. Give your job a title at the top center of the screen. In this section we will
focus on making a blowoff tile that can be used to clean your parts and or tooling. First drag an output
tile into the job. From the drop down list select the blowoff output you previously set. Set it to turn on.
Drag a move tile into the job and create the path you would like OB7 to follow with the air nozzle on.
Next drag another output tile into the job and turn the blowoff output off. Congratulations! You just
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created a useful custom tile. If you exit the job and begin a new one you will see the custom tile you
just created towards the bottom of the tiles list on the le�. You can now drag this tile into any job you
would like without having to reteach these steps.

Blowing off the parts and tooling is just one example of a useful custom tile. Many people may create a
custom tile for pressing cycle start, opening and closing the door to their machine etc.
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Part Presentation
In order to load material accurately into a CNC (or other) machine, the robot must be able to grasp the
material in a predictable and repeatable manner. This normally means “staging” the material in an
accurate, repeating, pattern (or grid) in which the robot knows where the parts are located. In most
cases the material is arranged in a grid pattern, on the robot work table. Depending on the size of the
parts and the size of the production run, the material may also be arranged in stacks. For accurate
positioning of the material, guides may be screwed to the top of the work table. In many cases the
guides are not needed and the material may simply be laid out in straight lines on the top of the table.
Depending on the size of the material blank it is possible to stage hundreds of pieces in this manner,
resulting in many hours of machine running time.

Rectangular Stock Grid
One common method of presenting rectangular stock to the robot is to load the parts into an L
bracket. This way the stock can always be pushed down into a corner and quickly be located to the
robot. See Figure 1 for rectangular stock presentation.

Figure 1: Rectangular stock presentation example
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Bar Stock Grid
For cylindrical stock many people choose to use dowel pin boards. See Figure 2 for an example. For
larger disks using two pins to push the disks into works well if you want to stack the disks.

Figure 2: Cylindrical part presentation example

When teaching a grid pattern it is best to physically grab the top le� grid piece and then move the end
effector to the remaining 3 corners, using the grasped part to locate the robot for the respective corner.
One common mistake many people make is to teach the grid but their position on the part changes
from corner to corner, by holding one part you have the same grasp point for every part in the grid.
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On Site Integrations
While the installation process can be done by your team in-house, Productive Robotics may provide on
site integrations if requested. This service is an additional cost and will require some preparation
before the day of installation.

What to Expect
The following information is necessary to provide the Productive Robotics integration team prior to
install day. The integration team will complete the following.

1. Unbox and build the robot system. We recommend this is done prior to the team's arrival so
that you are familiar with the robotic system and are able to go through the basic training
videos and have in depth application specific questions for the team when they arrive. A link to
the training videos and robot assembly can be found in the Appendix.

2. Connect the robot IO unit to the machines the robot will be tending. The more accurate and
concise the information given to the integration team prior to install the more likely the team
will be able to make all necessary connections for the robot to tend the machine. When
connections are established the integration team will need someone trained on the machine
they are integrating to so that all connections can be fully tested to work as needed.

3. A�er the robot is built and communication connections are made and tested, the team will
move the robot into location for tending the machine. The location of the arm will depend on
how far the robot will have to reach into the machine and whether or not the robot will
manually move the door or press cycle start. Ideally the robot will be able to reach everything
without being fully stretched, and an operator can still get into the machine to change tooling
and run parts when the robot is not in use.

4. When the robot's location is set the team will then train your chosen robot operators. If these
operators built the robot assembly and replicated the training tutorials as mentioned above
the integration team will be able to answer any initial questions and dive deeper into training
specific to your application. If the training tutorials were not completed we will be going
through the tutorials to cover the basics of setting up a general machine tending job.

5. If there are future questions we can address them via a zoom training or over the phone simply
call our company line and dial the support extension number as prompted.
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Appendix

How to Videos
Click here to view How to Videos

General Videos
Click here to view General Videos

IO Interface
Click here to view IO Interface Document
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Parts and Cables List

PG-2
Productive Robotics
Parallel Gripper model 2:
90mm opening travel

IO-2
OB7 interface module: 8
digital or analog inputs
(fully isolated), 8 outputs
(PNP or NPN isolated): M12
connectors,  2 dry contact
SPDT relay output

VISE-002
Airvise model pneumatic
milling vise 4” jaws.  6”
accessory jaws available

Vise-001
Airvise Model pneumatic
milling vise for rotary
table use 4” jaws.   6”
accessory jaws available

Vise-006
Kurt Pneumatic milling
vise.  6” jaws

Pneu-1
Pneumatic interface
module.  0-100PSI, built
in pressure regulator.
Requires I/O-2

Chip Fan-004
Chip clearance fan for
milling machines.
Requires 3/4” tool holder

Air-Blowoff
Air nozzle and adapter
for all OB7 model robots.
Requires Pneu1 and I/O-2

CBL-550
Haas M-Code Cable

CBL 551
Haas Chuck Control
Cable

CBL 552
Haas Dual Chuck Control
Cable

CBL-553
General Footswitch Cable

CBL-554
Haas M-Fin Cable
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Robot Job Templates
The following are common robot jobs and a link to actual robot jobs, which can be loaded to the robot.

Lathe Single Gripper - Click to download robot file
Tile Description of Action

Wait Wait for finish signal from CNC when machining operations are done

Open door

If there are no automatic doors, to physically push the door open it is best to create a custom tile with three
moves in the custom tile. The first move will be the approach with stop at end of move selected. The second
move will be linear and stop at end of move selected, if the path is too long or the space is tight you may
have to uncheck the linear move and add several moves to accomplish pushing the door to the open
position. If the door bounces, add a wait tile for approximately 1 minute to dampen the door bounce and
ensure it stops in the fully open position. The last move tile will be the retract away from the door.

Move Move into machine above finished part

Blowoff This custom tile will most likely be an output on, move to change angles of nozzle, output off

Pick Up Output off to open chuck, and wait for 1 second to allow chuck to open

Blowoff 2 Blow off tooling for next part

Move Move out of machine

Place Place in finished part pile

Move Move above stock grid from finished part pile

Pick up Pick up stock or unfinished part

Move Move into machine above vise

Place Place in chuck, output on to close chuck, wait for 1 second allowing vise to fully close

Move Move to position arm at the start of a push

Output Pulse chuck output to open chuck again

Push Push part into chuck until stop is hit or desired length is sticking out of chuck

Output Pulse chuck output to close chuck

Wait Wait for 1 second for chuck to full close

Move Move away from part and out of machine

Close door

If there are no automatic doors, to physically push the door closed it is best to create a custom tile with
three moves in the custom tile. The first move will be the approach with stop at end of move selected. The
second move will be linear and stop at end of move selected, if the path is too long or the space is tight you
may have to uncheck the linear move and add several moves to accomplish pushing the door to the closed
position. If the door bounces, add a wait tile for approx. 1 minute to dampen the door bounce and ensure it
stops in the fully open position. The last move tile will be the retract away from the door.

Cycle start

Either trigger the cycle start electronically, or create a custom tile where you move next to the button, a
move tile to press the button with stop at end of move selected and a slow speed set along with a low force
set for this move. then move back to where the robot will wait for the part to finish.
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Lathe Dual Gripper - Click to download robot file
Tile Description of Action

Move Move above stock grid

Pick Up Pick up stock or unfinished part

Move Move to position where arm will wait for part to finish.

Wait Wait for finish signal from CNC when machining operations are done

Open door

If there is not automatic doors, to physically push the door open it is best to create a custom tile with three
moves in the custom tile. The first move will be the approach with stop at end of move selected. The second
move will be linear and stop at the end of the move selected, if the path is too long or the space is tight you
may have to uncheck the linear move and add several moves to accomplish pushing the door to the open
position. If the door bounces, add a wait tile for approx. 1 minute to dampen the door bounce and ensure it
stops in the fully open position. The last move tile will be the retract away from the door.

Move Move into machine next to finished part

Blowoff
If the part is not clean a�er using the chip fan you may want to blow-off your part. This custom tile will most
likely be a an output on, move to change angles of nozzle, output off

Pick Up Output pulsed to open chuck, and wait for 1 second to allow chuck to open

Blowoff 2 Blow off tooling for next part

Move Move gripper with the unfinished part above the vise.

Place Place in chuck, output pulsed to close chuck, wait for 1 second allowing vise to fully close

Move Move to position arm at the start of a push

Output Pulse chuck output to open chuck again

Push Push part into chuck until stop is hit or desired length is sticking out of chuck

Output Pulse chuck output to close chuck

Wait Wait for 1 second for chuck to full close

Move Move away from part and out of machine

Close door

If there are no automatic doors, to physically push the door closed it is best to create a custom tile with
three moves in the custom tile. The first move will be the approach with stop at end of move selected. The
second move will be linear and stop at the end of move selected, if the path is too long or the space is tight
you may have to uncheck the linear move and add several moves to accomplish pushing the door to the
closed position. If the door bounces, add a wait tile for approx. 1 minute to dampen the door bounce and
ensure it stops in the fully open position. The last move tile will be the retract away from the door.

Cycle start

Either trigger the cycle start electronically, or create a custom tile where you move next to the button, a
move tile to press the button with stop at end of move selected and a slow speed set along with a low force
set for this move. then move back to where the robot will wait for the part to finish.

Place place finished part in finished part pile
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Mill Single Gripper - Click to download robot file
Tile Description of Action

Wait Wait for finish signal from CNC when machining operations are done

Open door

If there are no automatic doors, to physically push the door open it is best to create a custom tile with three
moves in the custom tile. The first move will be the approach with stop at end of move selected. The second
move will be linear and stop at end of move selected, if the path is too long or the space is tight you may
have to uncheck the linear move and add several moves to accomplish pushing the door to the open
position. If the door bounces, add a wait tile for approx. 1 minute to dampen the door bounce and ensure it
stops in the fully open position. The last move tile will be the retract away from the door.

Move Move into machine above finished part

Blowoff
If the part is not clean a�er using the chip fan you may want to blow-off your part. This custom tile will most
likely be a an output on, move to change angles of nozzle, output off

Pick Up Output off to open vise, and wait for 1 second to allow vise to open

Blowoff 2 Blow off tooling for next part

Move Move out of machine

Place Place in finished part pile

Move Move above stock grid from finished part pile

Pick up Pick up stock or unfinished part

Move Move into machine above vise

Place Place in vise, output on to close vise, wait for 1 second allowing vise to fully close

Move Move to position arm at the start of a push

Output Turn output off to open vise again

push Push part into register feature to locate part for machining

Output Turn output off to close vise again

Wait Wait for 1 second for chuck to full close

Move Move away from part and out of machine

Close door

If there are no automatic doors, to physically push the door closed it is best to create a custom tile with
three moves in the custom tile. The first move will be the approach with stop at end of move selected. The
second move will be linear and stop at end of move selected, if the path is too long or the space is tight you
may have to uncheck the linear move and add several moves to accomplish pushing the door to the closed
position. If the door bounces, add a wait tile for approx. 1 minute to dampen the door bounce and ensure it
stops in the fully open position. The last move tile will be the retract away from the door.

Cycle start

Either trigger the cycle start electronically, or create a custom tile where you move next to the button, a
move tile to press the button with stop at end of move selected and a slow speed set along with a low force
set for this move. then move back to where the robot will wait for the part to finish.
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Mill Dual Gripper - Click to download robot file
Tile Description of Action

Move Move above stock grid

Pick Up Pick up stock or unfinished part

Move Move to position where arm will wait for part to finish.

Wait Wait for finish signal from CNC when machining operations are done

Open door

If there are no automatic doors, to physically push the door open it is best to create a custom tile with three
moves in the custom tile. The first move will be the approach with stop at end of move selected. The second
move will be linear and stop at end of move selected, if the path is too long or the space is tight you may
have to uncheck the linear move and add several moves to accomplish pushing the door to the open
position. If the door bounces, add a wait tile for approx. 1 minute to dampen the door bounce and ensure it
stops in the fully open position. The last move tile will be the retract away from the door.

Move Move into machine above finished part

Blowoff This custom tile will most likely be a an output on, move to change angles of nozzle, output off

Pick Up Output pulsed to open chuck, and wait for 1 second to allow chuck to open

Blowoff 2 Blow off tooling for next part

Move Move gripper with unfinished part inline with chuck.

Place Place in chuck, output pulsed to close chuck, wait for 1 second allowing chuck to fully close

Move Move to position arm at the start of a push

Output Turn output off to open vise again

push Push part into register feature to locate part for machining

Output Turn output off to close vise again

Wait Wait for 1 second for chuck to full close

move Move away from part and out of machine

Close door

If there are no automatic doors, to physically push the door closed it is best to create a custom tile with
three moves in the custom tile. The first move will be the approach with stop at end of move selected. The
second move will be linear and stop at end of move selected, if the path is too long or the space is tight you
may have to uncheck the linear move and add several moves to accomplish pushing the door to the closed
position. If the door bounces, add a wait tile for approx. 1 minute to dampen the door bounce and ensure it
stops in the fully open position. The last move tile will be the retract away from the door.

Cycle start

Either trigger the cycle start electronically, or create a custom tile where you move next to the button, a
move tile to press the button with stop at end of move selected and a slow speed set along with a low force
set for this move. then move back to where the robot will wait for the part to finish.

Place Place finished part in finished part pile
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